Abstract-Office Space Allocation (OSA) is the task of correctly allocating the spatial resources of an institution to a set of entities by minimising the wastage of space and the violation of additional constraints. In this paper, an evolutionary local search algorithm is presented to tackle this problem. The evolutionary components of the algorithm include standard crossover and mutation operators and a relatively small population of individuals. The offspring produced by the evolutionary operators are subjected to a short but intense local search process. A very fast cost calculation method tailored for searching a large section of the search space is implemented. Extensive experimentation is carried out related to several parameters of the algorithm: the mutation rate, the population size, the length of the local search procedure after each mutation, hence the balance between the evolutionary and the local search stages, and the level of greediness of the local search process. The final results on 72 different data instances show that this hybrid evolutionary algorithm is very competitive with an integer programming model.
I. INTRODUCTION
Office Space Allocation (OSA) is the task of distributing the space (rooms, floors, halls) used in an organisation to a set of entities (people, machines) based upon a set of constraints and objectives. While the main target in a typical OSA problem is to reduce the misuse of space, additional constraints that involve the relationships between several entities and rooms can arise in different problem variants. Several attributes of the problem can be traced back to the bin packing [1] , multiple knapsack [2] , and generalised assignment [3] problems. Now in this paper, an evolutionary local search algorithm (ELS) is described for tackling the OSA problem. This algorithm combines evolutionary mechanisms of crossover and mutation (to move around the search space) with a fast and extensive local search procedure (to quickly search through a specific segment of the search space). The proposed method is competitive with a mathematical programming approach [4] developed previously for tackling this combinatorial optimisation problem.
The initial attempts at tackling the office space allocation problem were several goal and linear programming approaches by Ritzman et al. [5] , Benjamin et al. [6] , and Giannikos et al. [7] . A systematic analysis of the problem was done by Burke and Varley [8] in a questionnaire about the manual space allocation process in 38 UK universities. This questionnaire depicted some of the most commonly encountered constraints and objectives that are also investigated here.
Burke et al. [9] applied various hill climbing and simulated annealing [10] methods to solve the optimisation (creating a complete allocation from scratch) and reorganisation problems by using allocation, reallocation and swap moves. In the follow up works, [11] and [12] , the authors combined their local search methods within a population based framework. A mutation operator was also implemented for the disruption of the current solution. The authors concluded that the population based algorithm did not offer any benefits over the variant tailored for creating a single higher quality solution. Burke et al. [13] further reported the application of multi-objective optimisation by using two different objectives (the total space misuse in an allocation and the weighted sum of the soft constraints violated). It is reported that these two objectives were conflicting in nature.
Landa-Silva and Burke [14] developed an asynchronous cooperative local search method in which several local search threads in a population cooperated with each other to improve the solution. In the information sharing strategy, promising segments of the solution were shared between different threads and the diversification strategy applied a mutation operator over the bad regions of the solution. The authors implemented hill climbing, simulated annealing, and a hybrid metaheuristic within a population based framework.
Lopes and Girimonte [15] extended the work in [14] to tackle the OSA problem in European Space Agency. In addition to the previous constraint types in the literature, the authors introduced a few new ones (grouping constraints at different levels, avoid spreading constraint to prevent the split of the departments and avoid sharing across constraint to prevent the sharing of offices between departments). Apart from various types of local search algorithms similar to [14] , the authors modified the length of the move operators. Pereira [16] implemented local and tabu search algorithms to investigate a different variant of the OSA where the goal is to minimise the distance between the employees in the same organisation and minimisation of the misallocation of the rooms.
Ulker and Landa-Silva [17] developed a 0-1 integer programming [18] model based upon the office space allocation problem variant described in [19] . The first model was implemented using CPLEX [20] as an integer programming solver. This model yielded the best obtained results for the larger dataset instances that were used in [19] and [14] . The model was later improved in [4] with a different not sharing constraint formulation and the addition of three different constraint types that were not present in previous works. The model was reimplemented using Gurobi [21] and improved results over [17] were observed. Additionally, a random data instance generator was presented. Two new datasets were created by starting with an initial set of entities, rooms and constraints and modifying them via four different parameters which adjusted the difficulty of the instance. This paper is organised as follows: Section II explains the problem definition of the OSA variant in this paper. Section III is devoted to the details of the ELS algorithm. Section IV presents extensive experimentation on two different datasets. Finally, Section V presents final remarks about the current algorithm and provides further research directions.
II. PROBLEM DEFINITION
A typical OSA problem contains three important sets: The E set contains information related to the entities (the space required for the entity, the organisational group it belongs to, constraints associated with it, etc). The R set contains the attributes of each room (the capacity of the room, the floor it is in, the neighbourhood relationships with other rooms, the capacity constraints associated with it, the space that is currently being used, etc). Finally the C set represents all the constraints (hard and soft) associated to entities and the rooms.
There are two main goals in the variant of the office space allocation problem [19] considered in this paper: the minimisation of the space misuse and the minimisation of the soft constraint violations. The space misuse is the summation of the under and over utilisation of the rooms beyond their capacity. Since it is not desirable for the rooms to be overused beyond their capacity, the overuse of a room is penalised twice as much as under-utilisation of a room. In certain cases, it is not even possible to overuse a room at all. On the other hand, it is not desirable for a large number of rooms being underutilised. In such allocations, it might be preferable to remove these severely under-utilised rooms from the problem, and redo the allocation task with the remaining rooms.
There are additional constraints that can happen frequently in many organisations. Nine types of such constraints are considered in this paper. These constraints can be either hard (must be satisfied all the time) or soft (desirable but not necessary). These constraints are defined in Table I .
The difference between the adjacency and nearby constraints is that the adjacency constraint is related to rooms that are really close to each other, whereas the nearby relation deals with rooms that in a larger neighbourhood (like a floor or a specific large section of a building). In this work, the objective function that has to be minimised is taken as in [19] : the weighted sum of the space misuse and the soft constraint violations. The space misuse penalty mp in a given solution is:
(1) where cap(r i ) and usg(r i ) stand for the capacity and the used space of room r i respectively.
The soft constraint violation penalty cp is the weighted sum of the individual soft constraint violations which is
where v(c i ) = 1 if the constraint is violated and v(c i ) = 0 if the constraint is satisfied. The total penalty tp then becomes
where α and β are selected as 1.0 for this work.
III. THE ALGORITHM
In this work, an evolutionary local search algorithm, also referred as a memetic algorithm, was developed. A memetic algorithm [22] is traditionally the hybridization of a genetic algorithm [23] with local search mechanisms. The goal of the evolutionary components of the algorithm is typically jumping to a different region of the search space. The local search is then applied to quickly explore this specific region of the search space.
A. Evolutionary Components
The algorithm proposed here uses a standard encoding of fixed-size arrays. The length of a single individual is equal to the number of entities and the content of each location represents the room the entity is placed into. Small populations of 10 to 20 individuals are utilised. In our implementation, a steady state population is used. At each iteration, two individuals are selected randomly from the population and then two offspring are produced using the traditional onepoint crossover operator. Although we experimented with other traditional crossover operators like uniform and two point Input: input file with entities, rooms, and constraints. Output: solution (an entity-room mapping) Randomly Select Two Individuals for Crossover Apply Crossover to produce two offspring Apply Random Mutation on the two offspring Apply Allocation Mutation on the two offspring Apply Local Search on the two offspring Replace the parents with the best solution encountered so far in ELS. crossover as well as problem specific crossovers (based upon the preservation of the allocations within the rooms and the floors), we did not observe any tangible benefits of using these, that is why this paper restricts itself to the traditional one point crossover. After the crossover, two types of mutation operations are applied to the produced offspring. The first one is the traditional random mutation operator in which a randomly selected location is changed (which effectively sends the entity from one room to another). The mutation rate m (which is the percentage of the entities that are randomly subjected to mutation) is an important parameter of the algorithm. The second mutation operator is based upon the allocation constraint. The operator selects a randomly high number of violated allocation constraints and forces them to be satisfied by setting the corresponding location in the individual accordingly. After the two mutation operators, the offspring is improved using the local search procedure. Finally, the best obtained solution encountered during the search replaces the parent.
B. Local Search
Our main design goal with the local search operator is to apply a short but aggressive search to cover the single-move neighborhood of a candidate solution as quickly as possible. We implemented a local search method based upon searching a large portion of the single-move (one entity to another room) neighbourhood of the current solution as fast as possible.
For an efficient implementation of this greedy local search, fast cost calculations that involve the space misuse and the nine different types of constraint violations are required. We used a ∆ matrix of size |E||R| where each location (e, r) corresponds to a move of sending the entity e from its current location to another room r and holds the cost change of making such a move. There are two steps to maintain the ∆ matrix: delta and update stages.
C. Delta Stage
This stage is the initial calculation of the ∆ matrix given a current solution. This stage incrementally calculates the whole single-move neighbourhood of a candidate solution. It is a costly operation and must be used once after a large change is made on the candidate solution. In our algorithm, this is the first step in the local search phase after the crossover and the mutation operators are applied to the individual.
Input: input solution
Output: output solution Initial calculation of the delta matrix (Delta Stage) for = 1 → h iterations do Select E = |E|/d entities randomly from the entity set Find minimum (e, r 2 ) in ∀e ∈ E ∀r ∈ R (e, r) Make move (e, r 1 , r 2 ) Update the locations in ∆ affected by the move (e, r 1 , r 2 ) end for 
D. Update Stage
After a single move (e, r 1 , r 2 ) has been applied to the solution (entity e is moved from room r 1 to r 2 ), certain regions of the ∆ matrix have to be updated. The algorithm goes through all constraints associated to the entity e, and rooms r 1 and r 2 and only updates the locations that are affected by this single move (e, r 1 , r 2 ). The affected locations (illustrated in Figure 3 ) are as follows:
When an entity e is moved from room r 1 to r 2 , we must check whether there should be a change of space misuse when moving the rest of the entities to these two rooms, r 1 and r 2 . This corresponds to the locations ∀e ∈ (E − e)(e , r 1 ) and (e , r 2 ) in ∆ matrix. Since the space usage in r 1 is going to be reduced and the space usage in r 2 is going to be increased, the algorithm checks the difference of the space misuse of sending the entities ∀e ∈ (E − e) to r 1 and r 2 before and after the move is made and updates the corresponding location accordingly. Additionally, the locations ∀r ∈ (R − r 2 ) f ∈ E r1 (f, r) and ∀r ∈ (R − r 1 ) g ∈ E r2 (g, r ) also need to be updated. This corresponds to sending an entity that is already present in either r 1 or r 2 to all the other rooms and updating the space misuse accordingly.
The capacity constraint (that a specific room should not be overused) needs a similar update on the same locations as in space misuse calculations described above. The algorithm checks whether affected rooms have space overuse before and after the move, whether moving the other entities to rooms r 1 or r 2 prevents or causes an overuse before and after the move, and updates the corresponding locations accordingly.
For the not sharing constraint (that an entity should not share a room with others), the locations ∀e ∈ (E − e)(e , r 1 ) and (e , r 2 ) need to be updated because of the number of entities in rooms r 1 and r 2 are changed. Sending any other entity to r 1 or r 2 might change the not sharing penalty if the rooms r 1 and r 2 contain entities that should not share the rooms with others. Additionally, the locations ∀r ∈ (R − r 2 ) f ∈ E r1 (f, r) and ∀r ∈ (R − r 1 ) g ∈ E r2 (g, r ) might or might not require an update operation.
If the entity e has any of same room, not same room, adjacency, nearby, and away from constraints with another entity f , then the locations ∀r ∈ R (f, r) need updating. These locations correspond to the moves that send the entity f to other rooms. If the constraint is satisfied before the move and not satisfied later or in the opposite case (that the constraint is not satisfied before the move and now it is satisfied), depending upon the constraint, the respective constraint penalty should be either subtracted or added to ∀r ∈ R (f, r).
During our experiments, it was observed that roughly three to five percent of the ∆ matrix needs to be updated whenever a move is made. This percentage is expected to go down if the number of rooms is increased. As a result, the update stage will result in very high speedups for algorithms that search a large portion of the search space at each iteration (such as tabu search or steepest descent). However, it is not desirable to use the update stage in algorithms that operate on the acceptance or rejection of random moves (such as Simulated Annealing).
E. Partial Local Search
During the local search stage, the ∆ matrix is calculated first. At each one of the h iterations, a random subset E of entities of size |E|/d is selected, and the minimum location (e, r) is searched in that subsection of the ∆ matrix. The d paramater adjusts the greediness of this search: when d = 1, the whole neighbourhood is checked. However, in practice poor results were observed with such a greedy search, that is why additional experiments with different values of d were performed.
F. Tabu Search
As an alternative to the local search, we also implemented a tabu search [24] procedure. Tabu search algorithm utilises a data structure called a tabu list to prevent certain moves from being carried out to prevent the search getting stuck in local optima. In our implementation, whenever an entity e is moved from room r 1 to r 2 , the moves that send the entity back to r 1 are considered tabu and hence forbidden until the end of that specific local search stage. However if a tabu move produces the best obtained solution encountered during the entire search, the move is made (aspiration criteria). 
IV. EXPERIMENTS
The algorithm was implemented using the Microsoft Visual Studio 2010 C++ compiler. All experiments were carried out on a Windows PC with Intel Core 2 Duo E8400 (3 Ghz) processor.
In our experiments, we used the SVe150 and PNe150 datasets from [4] . These datasets contain 150 entities and 92 rooms and were incrementally generated from initial sets of entity, rooms, and constraints using four different parameters. The S (slack space) and V (soft constraint violation) rates adjust the amount of space misuse and soft constraint violation penalties in an instance respectively and higher values of S and V amount to higher space misuse and soft constraint violation penalties. The P (positive slack) and N (negative slack) rates adjust the amount of space underuse and space overuse penalties respectively. Higher values of P and N amount to higher space underuse and overuse penalties. The SVe150 dataset contains 36 instances in which the S and V rates change between 0.00 and 1.00 with 0.20 increments. The PNe150 dataset contains another 36 instances where the P and N rates change between 0.00 and 0.25 with 0.05 increments. The attributes of the SV e150 and P N e150 instances are given in Table II .
In order to determine the best parameter values for m (random mutation rate), h (the number of local search iterations after each mutation), d (divisor value which adjusts the size of the neighbourhood explored by the local search in each iteration) and ps (population size), we performed initial experiments on 6 instances chosen from SVe150 and PNe150. These instances are S 0.00 V 0.00 , S 0.40 V 0.80 , S 0.80 V 0.40 , P 0.00 N 0.00 , P 0.10 N 0.20 and P 0.20 N 0.10 . In these experiments, each instance was given 20 runs of 90 seconds each for a total execution time of 30 minutes. Our base parameter values were m = 0.03, h = 100, d = 3 and ps = 20 unless one of them was changed in its respective test.
Four different mutation rates (m = 0.00, m = 0.01, m = 0.03, m = 0.05) and four different values for number of iterations after each mutation (h = 50, h = 100 h = 250, h = 500) were tested. Since a large mutation rate might cause a large disruption on the solution, there might be a need for a larger number of iterations afterwards to obtain better results. The results are given in Table III and V for SV instances and in Table IV and VI for P N instances respectively. Columns 2 and 3 represent the mutation rate and the number of local search iterations respectively. Columns µ, σ, min and max represent the average best objective value, the standard deviation on the best objective value, the minimum and maximum objective value obtained after 20 runs respectively. It was observed that the mutation was essential to the success of the algorithm; without random mutation (the case m = 0.00), the algorithm quickly got stuck in a local optimum and produced uncompetitive results. We observed that the algorithm worked best when the mutation rate was around (m = 0.01−0.03), although m = 0.05 still yielded acceptable results. It was observed that the local search iterations should be kept quite low (usually h = 50, h = 100) for the best results to be obtained. Increasing h beyond 500 affected the performance of the algorithm adversely, therefore, using a long extensive local search after each crossover and mutation operator is not recommended. Another benefit of using a lower h is that it reduced the effect of using different mutation rates between m = 0.01 and m = 0.05, therefore, setting the mutation rate precisely becomes less important. 
One immediate observation is that searching for the whole single-move neighbourhood (d = 1) greedily produced the worst results in all of the instances. The algorithm had a tendency to get stuck in a local optima when d = 1 (although not severely as with the no mutation case), however by simply increasing d (and hence decreasing the greediness of the search), the algorithm gave the best results when d was around 3 (%33.3 of the ∆ matrix searched at each iteration). However, this could be attributed to the size of a specific instance and our implementation of the algorithm. During the profiling tests of our code using the Visual Studio 2010 Profiler tool, it was observed that the majority of the execution time was spent in two sections of the algorithm: searching the ∆ matrix for the best move and the update stage after making this best move. When d = 3, these two steps took roughly equal amount of time practically maximising the amount of iterations per unit time. As a result, our conjecture is that d should be further increased when the size of the instance (the number of entities x the number of rooms) is increased because the time required for searching the ∆ matrix is inversely proportional to d while the time required for the update stage is just directly proportional to the number of constraints (and hence mostly constant). Our final parameter tests were performed on the ps, the number of individuals in a population. The population sizes were chosen as ps = 5, ps = 10, ps = 20, ps = 50 and ps = 100. The results for SV and PN instances are given in Table IX and Table X respectively. It was observed that for the average best objective function value µ, there wasn't any statistically significant difference between any of the ps values. However, for ps = 20 individuals, it was observed that the chance of finding a best minimum value after 20 runs was slightly higher. The main benefit of using a population-based algorithm is to keep a number of different solutions so that the algorithm has a chance to backtrack from a local optimum to another section of the search space by means of crossover and mutation operators. In Table XI , the comparison of using tabu search instead of local search within the evolutionary framework is presented. Columns µ, σ and min give the average best objective value, the standard deviation on the best objective value and the minimum best objective value obtained after 20 runs of 90 seconds each. Replacing the local search with the tabu search offered no benefits for obtaining better average or minimum results. After using a small population, crossover and mutation operators and a divisor parameter to adjust the greediness of the search, adding a tabu list structure did not offer any additional benefit over the local search.
Finally, by using the parameters obtained after experimenta- tion on a subset of SVe150 and PNe150, additional experiments were carried out on the full set of instances. The following parameters were used: mutation rate m = 0.03, population size ps = 20, the number of local search iterations h = 100 and the divisor value of the local search d = 3. Each instance was given 10 runs of 3 minutes each (for a total of 30 minutes execution time per instance). The results produced by the evolutionary local search algorithm were compared to the integer programming (IP) model proposed in [17] and [4] . The IP model had been given a single run of 30 minutes [4] using Gurobi's deterministic IP solver [21] . In order to compare the new algorithm with the IP model, we took the minimum results obtained after ten runs. The Tables XII and XIII represent the results obtained. Columns S, V , P , N represent the four different parameters: slack space rate, soft constraint violation rate, positive and negative slack rates respectively. Columns µ and σ represent the average and standard deviation of the total penalty obtained after 10 runs respectively. Columns mp and cp give the average misuse and soft constraint violation penalty after 10 runs respectively. Column min gives the minimum total penalty obtained after 10 runs and column IP represents the best result obtained with the IP model [4] . For the SVe150 dataset, out of the 36 instances, evolutionary local search algorithm produced better results for 21, and the IP formulation was more successful for the remaining 15 of them. It was observed that when the S and V were higher (when the expected space misuse and soft constraint violation penalty were higher in an instance), the ELS performed better than the IP formulation. However ELS struggled especially when the V value was low and it was beaten by the mathematical model in those cases. When V was low, the ELS had difficulty in reducing the space misuse penalty in an instance. However when the instance was expected to have higher space misuse and constraint violation penalties due to higher S and V , the ELS performed better than IP.
There was a tie between the ELS and the IP with the PNe150 dataset. For 17 instances, ELS performed better, for the other 17 instance IP performed better and for the remaining two, there was a tie. Although there was not a clear pattern, it was observed that for low P values (where the instance is expected to have small space underuse to compensate for the overuse), the IP performed better, however when P was increased, a more balanced outcome between the ELS and IP was observed. In this paper, we presented an evolutionary local search algorithm to solve the office space allocation problem. This algorithm was designed to be a fast method to find high-quality solutions for this difficult and highly constrained combinatorial optimisation problem. In our experiments, it was observed that the mutation rate m and the number of local search iterations h turned out to be the performance affecting factors of the algorithm. Low mutation rates and a small number of local search iterations greatly improve the performance of the algorithm. When we compare the current evolutionary local search algorithm to the mathematical programming model presented in [4] , for more than half of the instances, better results were obtained for the same execution times.
In this paper, in addition to the traditional random muta- tion operator, we used a mutation operator based upon the allocation constraint. Although additional mutation operators based upon the correction and disruption of other types of constraints (mainly same room, adjacency, nearby, and away from) were implemented, our limited experimentation with these procedures did not yield immediate benefits. However, revisiting these mutation operators is planned because of the high penalty values in some of these constraints. The current variant of the algorithm is tailored for shorter runs, our limited experimentation on longer runs did not offer any drastic improvement on the solution quality. Instead, in order to prevent the algorithm from getting stuck in a local optima, backtracking to a previous population in the search or a complete restart of the algorithm is being considered rather than letting the algorithm running indefinitely to improve the current best solution.
